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jyMept: The "Nuts and Bolts*" of orchid flowers.
This will be a workshop session. Please
bring a hand lens or magnifying glass if
you have one.
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We were doubly lucky last meeting to have had one
speaker on two topics. Mr Bob Chinnock of the
State Herbarium, who is also a member ofNOSSA ^
gave a most interesting talk, firstly on the aims
and functions of the Herborium t folIoued by an
absorbing look at the orchids of Norfolk and Lord
Howe Islands.
Bob, originally from New Zealand, showedus some
fascinating slides of the flora; furtheriIluetratod by live specimens of species not often
seen in Adelaide.
Thanks Bob for giving us a
glimpse of the orchids from these little known
areas of Australia.
Incidently discussions after the meeting between
Bob and Kevin Weston may result in some of the
species being available as seedlings in the
future.
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ON THE BENCH
Table show commentaries on epiphytic orchids was given by Jim Simmons and
on terrestrials by Don Wells.
By way of introduction Jim noted that the recent prolonged cold and overcast
weather had probably reduced or delayed the flower count and number of plants
and/or varieties of epiphytes in flower at the moment.
Epiphytes:
a Special" - a naturally occurring hybrid between
Dendrobium n
phyllum
and
D. rLod2strictum.
------a long lasting flowerer, closely related to the above.
D. atroviolaceum
the ordinary flower form on a plant still growing on its
natural branch host. This specimen was uncommon in its kei kai
formation ^
-D. (Ellen x tetraqonum) x D. falcorostrum - yellow flowers in a somewhat
closed form~
D. (Ellen x tetra q2num) x D. falcorostrum - same cross as above but more
orange, speckled and open.
D. kinqianum van "Hastings" - well displayed open form.
D. (unknown) - judged to kingianum or hybrid thereof.
D. canaliculatum - variety ex-north-Queensland. A large specimen mounted
on a Melaleuca log.
D. b2ckleri - growing potted as opposed to the normal system of mounting
this type of Dendrobium.
Do (unknown) - thought to be a form of speciosum and subsequently confirmed
as IEZciosum var. gedunculatI.
D. aemulum - two clones well grown in mounted state.
D. teLrlaonuim van 2i2enteum - the larger flowered Queensland form
122ii. The specimen benched was most attractive and appeared to be
somewhat "progressive" in its flowering habit. (The plant had been
raised as a seedling to flowering in 18 months!)
Terrestrials:
Pterostylis (suspected furcata hybrid)
nutans) ~ a very vigorous grower.
x
P. x
inqens
x
P.
scabra
(Don
suspects
this clone was really ingens x
P.
rather
than
as
purported
o
on
thelabel.)
lab. \
curta
)
p,x inqens x P. curta
P. recurva - "Jug Orchid" from Western Australia.
^(S°A. form) slightly broader lip than eastern states form.
P. curta
x P. cucullata - this hybrid still shows evidence of cucullata
velvet on lateral sepals.
growing in the same pot.
nice specimen with dark Qolouration.
"
potted in association with Pterostylis vittata and
in bud, Adelaide hills form.
C. filamentosa (may be variety tentioulpta \ .
local hills form plus seedlings and Drossera.
C. patersonii var. suavolens - (scented) pot included seedlings - Don
Wells own master pot which he hopes will eventually provide tuber
bank material.
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THE ORCHIDS Or JESSIE L08ISA-HUSSEY
Jessie Hussey was born at Goolwa in 1862 and after her family opened a
general store at Port Elliot in 1880 she began to collect "treasures" from
the beach and developed an interest in marine algae / aea-moado \ " Through
correspondence with the greatest Australian botanist of the time Ferdinand
von Mueller) this interest led to a fascination for the local wild flowers
including orchids.
Mouller had in 1893 contacted Albert Molineaux of the Agricultural Bureau
in Adelaide with a request for someone in South Australia to collect marine
algae for him. Miss Hussey was chosen and naturally Mueller encouraged her
to collect all manner of wildflowers. Many of these she sent to Mueller
and he named
in her hunour ^ Although a nHuasey x by name
Jessie was quite a "lady" by nature, beginning her letters to Mueller with
the words "My Lord".
Many of the orchids she collected ended up in Muellers herbarium (now in
Melbourne Herbarium) while others were donated to the Adelaide Museum and
are now at the Adelaide Herbarium. One of her favourite collection sites
was Hindmarsh Falls. One of her orchid collections from there was identified by W H Nicholls
"Pterostylis
var ingens" but some doubt
must be cast on this determination as the single plant is immature and seems
much closer to P. nutans. Another Pterostyli2 which she collected at Hindmarsh Falls (on April 23, 1897) was P. obtQsa. Only one other collection
has been made of this species in South Australia and that was from the same
locality just 80 years later! Another of her orchid collections from near
Port Elliot was considered by Nicholls (1953) as being a pink-flowered
Itiahowevar unlikely that this is correct,
(p- x
Neither
)
are at present regarded as South Australian species! Other orchids collected by Miss Hussey around Port Elliot include Caladenij pat2Es2nji , . PteroIt is unfortunate that Miss Hussey died in 1899 as she was one of the few
people to have begun botanical exploration of the area beforsitwas largely
cleared.
If she had lived longer there is no doubt that we would have
known much more about the orchids of the Victor Harbor aread
References:
Kraehenbuehl, D.N. ( 1981) in D.J. and S.G.M. Carr "People and Plants
in Australia".
Maiden, J.H. (1912) "Records of Aunt " Botanists" (First Supplement),
p. 230 in Rept " 13th Meet. Australasian Ass. Adv. Sc.
NiohoIIa ^ & ^ H. (1953) Australian Orchids, Vol. 1.
S.A. Register, 20 March, 1899 / Obituary l °

On the Bench (contd. from previous page)
Diuris x Pioneer - this is a registered hybrid resulting from a cross
between D. lonqifolia and D. ma
ata.
D. (punctata group) - unnamed but currently known as
yor " elba.
D. (species unknown) - a nice specimen from Western Australia.
tpapexiformis - a luxuriant potful.
- a species from the eastern states.
-^

^

-
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THELYMITRA MACMILLANII IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

R. L. Heberle

The articles in the June Jaenn-l by Bob Bates followed in July by R~J. Markwick make stimulating andthou ~ ht-provoking reading. Both writers are in
general agreement that the species is more likely to be a hybrid than not
although professional opinion is against this.
Bates supports his conclusions via a background of field work over a period
of ten years and a successful experimental research programme of induced
hybridisation using suspected parental materials. Bates has extended his
research across the border into Victoria to help solve the problem of T.
macmillanii as against
His conclusions are well documented and in my view have to be accepted for the South Australian species.
Markwick, in his follow-up paper, although in general agreement with Bates,
raises the question of the possible involvement of T. mackibbitii and T.
carnea with the Victorian species and extends the problem into New South
Wales introducing both T. rubra and T. carnea. His research demonstrated
considerable knowledge and perception, he modestly suggests that other
orchidologists might respond in answering the intriguing questions that he
raises.
Markwick quotes from the recent publication "Orchids of South Western Australia" by Noel Hoffman and Andrew Brown (herein referred to as "the book")
and poses the question "What of the Western Australian species?" - and well
he might " Although my knowledge of the eastern states species is negligible
my field work and in consultation with other enthusiasts suggest that T.
macmillanii in Western Australia has a wider distribution and a greater
abundance than is generally known. The species shows a remerkabIe'oonformity in structure and colour as outlined by Bates, in my experience is always
associated with T. antennifera. "The book" (page 20, lower plate) reflects
a common sight in Western Australia and the distribution on the opposite
page shows just how wide ranging this species is.
The question is - if
ma2millanii is of hybrid origin with T. antennifera
as one parent, whatistheother? In my experience the only other Thelymitre
that consistently flowers at the same time at all recorded locations is T.
nude.
I just cannot see blue and yellow flowers producing blood red, vivid
and palest pink mostly edged with gold or yellow as a base colour that
suggests the possible involvement of T. antennifera. Along the coastal strip
nude's colour range is from darkest to palest blue, through to white and
from vivid to pale pink. I have never recorded any other colour form of T.
nude than blue within integrating colonies of
antennifera and
Lamle.
The latter is always proportionately in very small number
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Looking for other possible parents to cross with T. antennifera we can refer
to "the book". T. carnea: page 32 states that it appearsto be self-pollinating, the flowers are short-lived and rarely found open. The distribution
is highly localised in the metropolitan area so is an unlikely candidate.
T. matthewsii ? (page 34) - I do not agree with this determination and
suggest that this plate represents one of the numerous spiralis gr ou p that
are distributed throughout the coastal plain from east of Esperance to KaI_
bari and extending inland into the eastern central and northern wheatbelt
areas. Page 42 represents one of at least six that grow at Albany and to my
knowledge there are at least another five. Of these the red, pink and
orange-coloured specimens are the most likely candidates, however, I have
not seen any of these integrating with T. macmill ii and T. ant2nnifere
but cannot discount that it does not happen as in the great southern
Spirglia distribution spans all known locations of'
illanii.

7G^

ID21yaltla.m2cLillanii in Western Australia (contd.)
"The book" (page 37) gives locations CooIgerdieg Crpnbrook and Esperance,
homeverv the distribution is far wider and extends from [ J aynes Find in the
northern goldfields area to 100 kilometres east of Esperance (see Western
Australian Native Orchid Study and Conservation -Group Bulletin, November
Rodney Peakall records about 40 plants growing on a rock at Paynes
1982).
Find in August, this being the fifth recording I have heard of in this area.two of these by people who have only a passing interest and brought photos
to me for identification. "The book" records two further collections, one
fromGnarIbina Rook " and one from east of Esperance (the latter was made by
an enthusiast from Esperance who also made a recording from Delyupp west of
Esperance. There have been a number of recordings from this area by eastern
states visitors and further recordings to the west.
The mid and lower Great Southern recordings begins with a collection from
Highbury just south of Narragin. This is mentioned by Emily E. Pelloe in
her book "Western Australian Orchids", 1940 ' and by Rica Erickson in
"Orchids of the West", 1951, and appears to be the first documented recording of T. macmillanii in Western Australia. "The book" mentions a recording
from near Cranbrook. I gave the authors this location for photography and
have recorded up to 60 specimens flowering at one time. T. maijklanii is
relatively common in this area within a rough triangle between Kajonup,
Lambellup and Mt Barker.
It is significant that all known recordings as listed have come from locations that are adjacent to main or subsiduary roads usable by orthodox
vehicles. As far as the north to east diotributionv most recordings have
come from on or around granite rocks that are literally dotted all over this
huge area spanning a distance of 700 kilometres. Most of these are quite
inaccessible to orthodox vehicles and very few have been looked at by people
who can identify orchids.
To summarise, it would seem the origins, distribution and abundance of T.
macmillanii has been poorly documented and much work is still to be done.
"The book" is certain to arouse and stimulate a greater interest in the
future, combined with the recent emergence of a number of young and enthuWho knows* in five years or so we may be able to
siastic botanists.
answer all these intriguing questions arising from one of Western Australiab
most attractive and interesting Thelymitr1s.
AIbanyq
Western Australia.
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PTEROSTYLIS CONC NNA

Les Nesbitt ,

The "trim greenhood" grows naturally from
Quebnalund 2 down the east coast of Australia
to Tasmania and westwards as far as the
south-east of South Australia. Its flowering period is June to September=
This greemhood speeies is free-flowering,
hardy, disease resistant and multiplies
rapidly. The small single flower arises on
a short stem from the centre of a rosette
of greyish-green leaves.
P. coacinn, is an excellent subject for
specimen pot culture because all large tubers
produce flowering plants and all the flowers
open at the same time. The potful at the
June meeting was proof of that.
Although green and white when viewed from above
if you look under the hood (galea) the outside
of the ventral sepals are richly marked with
reddish bromn~ The tip of the broad dark brown
ONE= is also noticeable and you immediately
see that there is ewide v-notch in the top of
the lip. This notch appears in hybrids of Po
c2ncinns along with the free-flowering trait.
For example P. x toveyanag (elate x concinna) 9
and the new hybrid first seen at the June
meeting (P. erandiflora x ooncinm).
grow Po eoncim.a. in my usual soil mix
sent, 40% soil and 15% peat moss) in a
is not
50% shadecloth-covered house.
affected by light frosts. What more
could a terrestrial grower want?
I

It

A NOTE ON RHIZANTHELLA 9 R. Rogers

J. Simmons

The first verified collection by John Trott in 1929 9 near Corrigin, Western
Australia, led to the creation of the genus Rhizanthella by R.S. Rogers,
with its solitary species R * Qardnerig considered for many years extremely
rare.
The discovery of what resulted in a colony at Munglinup in 1979 and extensive field work has resulted in the present recording of about 150 ta:en each,
recording requiring an average of about ten man-hours of search.
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A Note on Rhiznthella R. Roger

(contd.)

Although all collections to date have been confined to Western Australia
where R. oardneri only occurs in association with the fungus Rhizoctonia
(h or Broom Honeyfrom the decaying stumps or
myrtIe)v it would not appear impossible that R. qydneri-could occur in
other parts of Australia.
rmat of open scrub formaoccurs as
In South Australia
tlona
with
frequentoolerophylIoue
shrubs
in
a
number
of
areas
including
tions
Kangaroo Island, Victor Harbor erbov upper south-east, Barossa Valley,
Murray lands, eto " v and investigation of some of these locations would
appear appropriate.
The second, monotyoio genus of subterranean saprophytes described from a
1931 9 is Cryptanthemis
collection made near bullah alab t Nem.South Wales
described by Rupp * the solitary species being named C. slateri Rupp in
A further collection of this species was later
honour of its collector
made in southern Queensland but it remains extremely rare.
In personal comment to theauthorv Mr A.S. George of the Bureau of Flora and
Fauna - Canberra, stated that the generic differences between Rhizanthella
and Cryplanthemis were not sufficient to sustain two mono+y 'o genera and
currently it is intended to transfer CrtantsiRupp to Rhizanthel a.
- References
A.S. (1981) RhizanthalIax the Underground Orchid of Western Australia, Proceedings of Orchid Symposium held at the 13tbInter .national BobanIoolCongreua 74-75, 77 1 78./
Rupp v H.M.R. (1960) The Orchids Of' New South Wales - Flora N.S.W. No. 48,
Orchidaceae, Nat " Her, 0.S~W.- Gov. Printer, Syd n ey "
Specht, R.L. (1972) 2nd Ed. "The Vegetation of South AustraIia « - Gov.
Printerv Adelaide.
Rogers, R.S. (1928 ) A New Genus of Australian Orchid, Journal Royal
Society West. Aust. 15:1-7.

CULTURAL CERTIFICATE No. 10
After the August monthly meeting Committee conferred award No. 10,
a Cultural Certificate, on pterostylis curta grown by William
Walloscheck.
Wally presented an 8-inch plastic pot full of beautifully grown
plants up to 290 mm tall. The large healthy leaves were a deep
There were 27 flowers, 11 buds and one old flower
green colour.
stem. The flowers were of even quality with the largest measuring
20 mm across the petals on top of the flower.
Wally grows this pot in a 50% shadecloth house in the Adelaide
Hills at Ironbonk. The pot .is placed under a wattle tree during
summer " He fills the bottom quarter of his pots with gravel
crocking. The remainder is filled with a mixture of 1 part cymbidium mix (Johnstone), 1{zart 3mm quartzite gravel, and 1 part
topsoil taken from just under the leaf litter, He sprinkles
blood and bone on the top of the pot in summer.
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pETHODS AND MADNESS OF AN ORCHIDOLOGIST ,
R.C.
Nash
The bushfires of Ash Wednesday did an awful lot of damage to those orchid
areas that were unfortunately burnt over on that terrible day. Five good
orchid areas were examined over 1983 that had suffered those fires. These
were the Cox'o Scrub National Park, two areas in the Kuitpo Forest, Totness
Recreation Park and the Mount Lofty area of the Cleland Reserve.
In the Cox'e Scrub I found that Ly2ylle fimbriata suffered very bed
losses and many other species ware missing from known spots especially
where the scrub had been heavy * Along the tracksp especially the eastern
side of these thoroughfares many orchids flourished, the reason seemingly
being that the lack of fuel on the track did not scorch the earth so much.
One plant was quite prominent in areas where it was rare in the past and
this was Caladenia reticulate, although it is not uncommon for this plant
to flower freely after a fire. I added seven species to my list for this
area, the Mere important being
and Cryetostylljsub2le a, all important as there ore few habitats for
these species in National Parka "
The Kuitpo Forest areas really suffered badly as all the colony species
appear to have been wiped out; onIyo few P. nutans surviving from a once
large colony and these were in a small island
unburnt land in an old
track ° The thousands of
that occurred in another area
appear to have been completely wiped out as were the few scattered colonies
of Al exsertus and A.reniformis in the same place. Generally the Glosspayclflor that thrived in both areas suffered great losses. Even ILV
42perythUs02QA21 failed to make the great showing that it does after a fire
with only a few small flower spikes, the exception being in areas with some
protection where this species did come up to expectations. One species
only made a very good showing of flowers and this was Qalad2nia ri2ida
where the ground had veen lightly burnt, aver and here just about every
plant flowered, many with two flowres per stem.
At the Totneeo Recreation Park (should be a Conservation Reserve) most
species on the hill tops and well down into the gully suffered great losses;
the only plant which seemed to have survived a little was Caladenia catenate,
but the numbers were down. Down in the gully many
Th2lymitraand Microtis were absent or greatly reduced. Here Lyperanthus
Qigicys and C.menziesii came up to expectations.
About the Mount Lofty area I have never seen it so bad after a fire. The
Prasophyllum
which flower so profusely in this area after a fire»
were lower in numbers and the spikes mostly only half their expected height.
P. eracile, were hard to find, normally it occurs in
in num are ^ Of the other
orchids * they were noted by their absence. It was the poorest show after
a fire that I have seen in the 30 years that I have known the area.
I suppose the circumstances were extreme, the long drought which would have
finished off the weaker plants and than the heat of summer followed by the
heat of those terrible fires would certainly have finished off those tubers
suffering the effects of the long dry.
The loss of plants such
the
fire ravaged areas made me think about these two species. When I first
started hunting orchids many years ago I was told and soon found out that
A. aaudalus was not an over-common plant, However, over the years it has
become more widespread and common. I thought it was probably due to my
increased experience at finding them which turned up so many. However, it
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Methods and Madness of an 0rchi.dologist /contd\

a

seem it could be that in the past there were far more wild fires than there
has been in the past 30 odd years and that this species has not been continually getting itself wiped out. On thinking about places that had been
burnt over by fires in my experience and finding this Acianthus in t\eeo
areas after, I now realise they were always in areas not burnt over by those
fires.
On thinking about the above IremIaed that p. nut.pns too had used -to be
hard to find in my earlier searches and this too has become more and more
common with some very large colonies being found ° Again, where this plant
was in large numbers I now reoal I that no fire had been through the area in
my memory. Rarely did this species occur after a fire and again only in
protected or unburnt land.
I hope the above will encourage others to follow-up my observations with
some research on fire and the colony species.
R.C. Nash, 1 June 1904.

LOBETHALTOREST RESERVE; FIELD TRIP REPORT

R. Bates and Katie

Fourteen hardy souls attended the field trip to Lobathal on August 4. Conditions were cold and drizzly in the reserve which contains tall, closed
Eucalyptusoblique forest with a light understorey of
the
opp " and
whole moderately invaded by weeds such as blackberry, gorse and various
grasses. The reserve features two large dams which once provided water for
the OnkaparingaQoollen Hills; there is also oaeriea of ancient oonduita~
Ldbethal has an average winter temperature of about 90C with rain falling
on greater than 50% of days, conditions being generally overcast. In the
closed forest itself it is very dark and air movement is limited " The orchids we were to observe do most of their growing during winter and must
therefore thrive in low temperature, low light, high rainfall conditions.
The species most commonly seen in flower was Corl. They were
in thousands but we really had to get down on hands and knees to see them.
Just like tiny purple toadstools. Indeed, they are pollinated by small
flies or fungus gnats which probably mistake the blooms for fungi and enter
the flowers, past gill-like labellum fringes, looking for a place to lay
their eggs. Another Corybas or helmet orchid seen was C.diemenicus with
the labellum fringe turned inwards and here the flowers were greenish and
the plants growing in grassy places.
There were two species of Acianthus, but one, A. exsertus was in seed, the
other A. reniformis still in bud. The most spectacular orchids seen were
and P, loplifoLia, the former with
tall examples
maroon-flowers, the latter with green; both having up to eight blooms per
stem and both growing together on disturbed ground. I have actually seen
both species growing together in a single olumpv yet despite their similar
appearance they never seem to hybridise. The South Australian forms of P.
jittAts with their thick textured rounded flowers are actually closer to
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Lobethal Forest Reserve:

Field Trip Report

contd.)

the var. subdiffoEml, than to var. vittata which has smallarv narrower green
flowers and is confined to WesternAAustralia.
The most common Ptejostyli in the reserve was P. pedunculata, seen only in
bud, but P. nutans, the delightful » nodding groenhood x was in full bloom
and some healthy colonies were located. PterostyliEnana was one of
He r e v
several orchids found growing on a rock and earth wall of the dam.
where the light was brighter they were thriving in the company of Diuris
longif2lip and D. maculatag which were still in bud.
.1,

A fifth greenhood seen in flower was P. eurta which does not seem to be
in flower
common in the reserve. We had hoped to see
and add a touch of colour to our visit but none of the plants located showed
signs of flowering. Due to the damp conditions we returned home earlier
than anticipated without checking out other orchids such as Eler2plylis
cucullata, and Acianthus caudatus which also occur in the area.
Plants seen
In flower g
Corybas dilatatus
C. diemenicus
Pterostylis curta
P. nutans
P. nana
P. longifolia
P. vittata

In bud, or leaves:
Acianthus reniformis
Caladenia menziesii
C. deformis
C. dilatata
Glossodia major
Diuris longifolia
D. maculate
Mi p rotie unifolia
Thelymitra pauciflore
T" rubra
Pterostylis pedunculata

In seed:
Acianthus exsertus
Prasophyllum rufum
Dipodium punctatum
(curiously enough one
plant found by Don
Wells still had green
pods some seven months
since flowering)

known to occur in the
Unfortunately the only plant
park was to have been bulldozed recently in the formation of a new access road.
The trip concluded with a drive to the summit of a nearby peak overlooking
LobethaIandfrom which we could see the South Hummock Range some 80 km distant
to the north west, yet toward the south east the view extended no more than
10 km due to low cloud. Altogether it was quite an enjoyable hour and a half.

Leo Nesbitt
P. angulta is a greenhood from Western Australia which is not often seen
cultivation even though it is easy to grow. It multipliesq but
rather slowly and it has taken several years to get the 7-inch potful
angusta ioa cauline species and the pot
seen at the May meeting~
under discussion contained eleven flowering plants and four rosettes.
The small flowers look as though someone has squeezed them between
their finger and thumb because they are very narrow in the upper section.
The long narrow labellum protrudes out of the flower. Flower colour
is green and white overlaid with rich maroon stripes. It is frost
hardy and grows in my standard terrestrial mix in the shadehouae-

